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Right Hand Preference in implicit motor learning in children with high-functioning Autism and Asperger syndrome
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Objectives: Cerebral hemispheres functioning have been found to be abnormal in children with ASD. The role of lateralization in implicit and explicit motor learning has received little attention in ASD researches. The main goal of this study is investigating the differences between two hands implicit and explicit motor learning in children with ASD and typical matched group.

Method: In the present random clinical trial study, 30 boys with ASD aged 7-11 were compared with 32 typical matched boys. Typical group and the ASDs, which were screened with ASSQ, were selected from elementary schools in Najafabad (Isfahan, Iran). Participants performed a serial reaction time task (10 blocks) with each hand in implicit and explicit group with random allocation.

Results: Learning comparison between two groups showed significant difference which means explicit learning deficit in the ASDs with right (p=0.009) and left hand (p=0.004). Results also indicated no significant difference in implicit learning between ASDs and typical matched group in right (p=0.385) and left hand (p=0.18). Hands differences also showed speeded right hand in implicit learning in children with ASD (p=0.028) while no differences was seen in explicit learning and typical children.

Discussion: Explicit learning of right and left hand was impaired in children with ASD while implicit learning of both hands maintained intact and a right hand preference in implicit motor learning was observed in children with ASD due to left striatal system abnormality.
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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by impairments in social interaction, communication (both verbal and non-verbal) and repetitive motor behavior. Autism and Asperger disorders are the most prevalent subtypes of ASD which are distinguished by delays in language (1). Cerebral hemispheres differences in executive function (2), rate and speed of tactile processing(3), electroencephalography (EEG) activation (4), cerebral blood flow pattern(5), size of cerebral ventricles (6), cortical gray and white brain tissue volume(7), handedness (8-12), and language lateralization (13-17) have been wildly studied to demonstrate different pattern of brain asymmetry and abnormal cerebral hemispheres functioning in ASDs. At this time, cerebral hemispheres functioning in implicit and explicit motor learning have received little attention in ASD researches. Implicit learning refers to all type of unconscious learning processes such as classical conditioning (motor learning and emotional response conditioning)
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and procedural learning (18). Implicit motor learning is resulted when the participant is unaware of movement components. Although a highly complicate brain network is thought to be involved in implicit motor learning, frontal lobe (5,19-22) cerebellum (23), and basal ganglia (23,24) are the most important brain areas found to be activated during this type of learning. It has been suggested that internal chronometric systems are required to learn a motor sequence precisely and implicitly (25) Cerebellum and striatum, in order, are responsible for execution and timing of rapid and slow motor sequence(26). Several studies suggested that implicit learning is mainly processed by right hemisphere (22,27). However, Grafton suggested left hemisphere specialization in implicit learning without regards to which hand is used (20). Explicit learning is defined as learning of facts and personal experiences which are consciously accessed (18). Informing the participant about the goal and execution of a motor task in a way that participant can explain it verbally is believed to be explicit motor learning (28). Brain imaging and brain damage studies have indicated that explicit motor learning involves temporal gyri (29), frontal lobe (30,31) especially left prefrontal area (30), hippocampus, thalamus, left cerebellum (32) and basal ganglia (23). Lateralized left hemisphere for explicit learning could be implied from brain imaging and brain damage studies (30).

Several studies have been implemented in the last decade investigating implicit and explicit learning in the ASDs with different results. Some studies indicated impaired implicit learning in ASDs (33,34) as the result of two hypothesises: motor skill deficit (34) and learning compensation (33).The first hypothesis, motor learning deficit, mentioned by (34) was refuted by a number of studies. Some researchers suggested abnormal implicit learning in autism when it contains motor components (35-38). Learning compensation hypothesis, based on evidences of category learning task (CLT) and artificial grammar learning (AGL), was provided by Klinger et al (33) implying compensation of impaired implicit learning in ASD using explicit strategies. Brown et al (36) rejected this claim using different tasks evaluating implicit learning such as serial reaction time (SRT), artificial grammar learning (AGL), contextual cueing (CC), and probabilistic classification learning (PCL) tasks. In addition, several other researches using some different tasks confirm intact implicit learning in ASD (25,39-41). Although most recent studies have demonstrate intact implicit learning in ASD, Romero-Munguia (42) relied on evidences of implicit learning impairment and presented Mnesic imbalance theory to explain diagnostic symptoms of ASD. He described the imbalance between impaired implicit memories and relatively preserved explicit memory. His theory was similar to learning compensation hypothesis by Klinger et al (33) to some extent. Brown et al (36) indicated no relation between implicit learning and diagnostic features of ASD. Each task used in their study covered one features relative to ASD, SRTT: motor coordination, CC: perceptual processing of context, AGL: language, and PCL: social elements. Recently, less sensitivity to implicit cues during language acquisition in ASD has been thought to be due to impairment in implicit language learning(43).Although evidences of implicit learning in ASD seem to have inconsistent results, most of them indicated intact implicit learning. Among all these studies, we found just one study investigating left and right hemisphere differences in implicit learning processing using an oculomotor serial reaction time task and a sensorimotor control task (25). Tasks require eye tracking between two locations. In this study, 52 individuals with autism were compared with 54 age-, IQ-, and gender-matched typical individuals. D’Cruze et al (25) concluded intact procedural learning in autism and speeded rightward responses in autism as a result of atypical functioning of left hemisphere striatal chronometric system. To our knowledge, there is no other evidences evaluating ASDs hemispheres differences in implicit learning and this study is the first one using hands in order to investigate these differences.

Explicit strategies are used in many rehabilitation settings for ASD (36,40). Researches on explicit learning in people with ASD consistently suggested no impairment in this group (36; Kourkoulou, 2010; Watanabe, Ikeda, Miyao, 2010). Paired associates learning (36), CC (40), and 2*10 tasks (44) have been used to assess explicit learning in ASDs. No study was found using SRTT to investigate explicit learning in ASD and none of the found studies in this regards demonstrated hemisphere differences during explicit learning in autism and whether brain asymmetry for implicit and explicit learning in children with ASD follows a normal pattern as typical individuals or not. That is why this study has been motivated.

Serial reaction time task (SSRT), by Nissen and Bullemer, is one of the most common methods of evaluating both implicit and explicit motor learning. SRTT contains motor and cognitive components and requires motor responses to visual stimuli appearing in a patterned or random sequence. Sequence repetition
speeds up responses to stimuli by decreasing time needed to make proper response. This decrement is seen in both patterned and random sequences. Duration changes in patterned sequences imply learning speed and in random sequences refer to motor performance. Error making decrement in responding to stimuli (learning accuracy) is another criterion of leaning. Changing response-to-stimulus intervals (45), sequence length and structure (46), attentional demands of tasks (47), and effector hand (48,20) can influence motor learning rate in SRTT. Effectors of hands differences in implicit and explicit learning can also indicate how right and left hemispheres function in this regard. Studying hand differences have been wildly used to investigate functional brain asymmetry in healthy individuals (48-54) and in individuals with ASD (3,9).

In the present study, we aimed to evaluate hands differences in implicit and explicit motor learning in children with ASD using a serial reaction time task, in order to uncover ASD brain asymmetry and use it in rehabilitation setting. Which motor learning type and which hand to use in children with ASD in order to benefit more from rehabilitation intervention can be implied from this study.

Methods

Participants - Thirty boys with ASD divided into two equal groups (15) of implicit learning and explicit learning, and thirty two typical boys also divided into two equal groups (16) of implicit learning and explicit learning ages from 7 to 11 participated in this study. Children with ASD and their typical matched peers were recruited from 17 public elementary schools for boys in Najafabad (Isfahan, Iran). Teachers screened fifty seven children using High-Function Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire (ASSQ). Ehlers, Gillberg, Wing (1999) provided 27 questions to screen children with Asperger and high-functioning autism (teachers cut off=22, parents cut off= 19) (55). Persian version of ASSQ used in this study has been validated by Kasechi (2012) (56). Both Psychologist and examiner checked the screened children for DSM-IV criteria (1). Twenty seven children with high-functioning autism and 9 children with Asperger syndrome were diagnosed. Parents of diagnosed children signed informed consent prior to participation in the study (One children with High-functioning autism was excluded in this regard). Inclusion criteria contained right-handedness using hand Edinburg inventory(57), lack of visual and auditory impairment, motor dysfunction in upper limb, neurological disease, and seizure. 3 children with high-functioning autism were excluded for left-handedness, and one for seizure. Participant inability to perform the task was considered as exclusion criteria which excluded one child with high-functioning autism from study. Then participants IQ performance were evaluated by a psychologist using Wechsler intelligence scale for children-III to match four groups. Studies have suggested role of IQ in explicit learning. However, there is no relation between IQ and implicit learning (36,58). Probability of using explicit strategies during implicit learning and effect of IQ on explicit learning force studies to use IQ matched groups in order to control IQ effects on learning rate and results. Four selected groups of this study (ASD/implicit, ASD/explicit, typical/implicit, and typical/explicit) were gender-, dominant hand-, IQ performance- (F(3,58)=0.960, p=0.418), and age-matched (F(3,58)=0.477, p=0.699). Table (1) contains demographics of the four studied groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>ASSQ M(SD) range</th>
<th>Age M(SD) range</th>
<th>IQ performance M(SD) range</th>
<th>Hand Edinburg score M(SD) range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASD/implicit</td>
<td>HFA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>34.4 (7.22)</td>
<td>8.6 (1.40)</td>
<td>82.93 (18.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34.27 (7.87)</td>
<td>8.73 (1.44)</td>
<td>79.47 (17.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD/explicit</td>
<td>HFA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34.27 (7.87)</td>
<td>8.69 (1.62)</td>
<td>87.44 (17.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22-48</td>
<td>7-11</td>
<td>63-131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical/implicit</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.19 (1.6)</td>
<td>7-11</td>
<td>78.69 (12.087)</td>
<td>77.19 (27.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical/explicit</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Apparatus -
A 14-inch LCD notebook computer was used for computational serial reaction time task produced by Brain and Cognitive Research Center, Shahid Beheshti University in Iran. Responses were produced using a keyboard apart from the notebook keyboard. Computer software of SRTT recorded all results, time and error, for each participant.

Serial Reaction Time Task -
In the used version of SRTT colored squares (yellow, green, blue, and red) appeared on monitor as stimulus and participants were asked to press the corresponding button on the keyboard with their index finger of both right hand (dominant) and left hand (non-dominant) as quickly and as accurately as possible. Corresponding button refer to “P” for blue, “Q” for yellow, “Z” for green, and “M” for red color.

In this experiment, each block was made of 10 sequences, and each sequence contained 7 stimuli. Each participant faced two sets of blocks (each set contained 10 blocks). The first 10 blocks followed a sequence called S1 and was performed by right hand of each participant. Colored squares order presented in S1 was yellow, green, yellow, blue, red, green, blue. The second set contained another sequence of stimuli called S2 (red, yellow, green, blue, yellow, red, blue) and was performed by left hand of each participant. In each set of blocks, two blocks, 2nd and 8th blocks, did not follow the patterned sequence and stimuli were randomly appeared. To minimize the use of explicit strategies during implicit learning, the response-to-stimulus interval was set at 0 ms.

General procedure -
Testing was conducted at participants’ schools and participants were tested individually seated comfortably on a chair in front of notebook monitor. The session lasted approximately 60 min and participants were allowed to have rests between blocks from 1 min to 15 min based on their opinion and they were motivated by having chocolates. SRTT used for all four groups was the same and all participants were instructed orally and similarly to perform the task. Typical and ASD children in explicit learning group were aware of stimuli order in sequences. Prior to starting each set, stimuli order drawn in a piece of paper was presented to children in explicit learning group and they were told to follow the order and that the drawing would be with them throughout the task to check the order if needed. They were also told to press the corresponding button as quickly and as accurately as they can. Typical and ASD children in implicit learning group were not aware of the sequences and were only told to press the corresponding button as quickly and as accurately as they can. In addition, prior to each set, they were told to perform the task with the appropriate hand (right or left). Half of participants in each group started the task with sequence S1, and the other half started with sequence S2 in order to eliminate order effect.

Statistical analyses -
For all analyses, the alpha level was set at 0.05. Repeated Measure Analyses of Variance was used to examine the effect of block (8 patterned blocks), hand (left and right), and group (ASD and typical) on speed and accuracy of SRTT in each learning group (implicit and explicit). In this test, block and hand were considered as within subject factors and group was considered as between subject factor. Paired t-test was used to compare the effect of random blocks on speed and accuracy in each group. Comparison of random blocks between ASD and typical children in each learning group was conducted using repeated measure ANOVA in which random block was considered as within subject factor and group (ASD and typical) as between subject factor. In all repeated measure ANOVAs taken, Mauchly’s test of sphericity was significant except three of them. If the Mauchly test statistic was not significant then we used the sphericity assumed F value in. If it was significant then we used the Greenhouse-Geisser corrected F value.

Results
Right and left hand implicit motor learning in children with ASD and typical matched peers
The speed of dominant hand in implicit motor learning increased across the 8 patterned blocks in both ASD (F(3.899, 54.581)=3.072, p=0.025) and typical groups (F(7, 105)=2.735, p=0.012) and no significant difference was found between these two groups in this regard (group*block interaction: F(4.871, 141.249)=0.773, p=0.568 and main effect of group: F(1, 29)=0.779, p=0.385).Dominant hand learning accuracy did not change across the 8 patterned blocks in both ASD (F(2.728, 38.192)=0.594, p=0.608) and typical group (F(3.45, 51.747)=1.085, p=0.369). Comparing two groups showed significant difference in main effect of group (F(1, 29)=5.515, p=0.026) suggesting higher accuracy in typical children. Block*group interaction did not show significant
difference in learning accuracy of dominant hand (F(3.046, 88.337)=0.413, p=0.747).

Left hand (non-dominant) speed (F(1.889, 26.440)=1.132, p=0.335) and accuracy (F(1.603, 22.442)=0.995, p=0.381) did not change across 8 patterned blocks in children with ASD. Typical children just showed significant differences in 8 patterned blocks in speed (F(3.273, 49.101)=5.206, p=0.003), but not accuracy (F(2.84, 42.592)=1.081, p=0.365). ASD and typical children comparison did not show significant differences in 8-block-accuracy (main effect of group: F(1,29)=3.083, p=0.090 and group *block interaction effect: F(2.001, 58.035) =0.752, p=0.476) and speed (main effect of group: F(1, 29)=1.875, p=0.181, and group *block interaction effect: F(1,29)=0.262, p=0.613). Left hand motor speed increased in typical children performing implicit motor learning task. ASD and typical children did not differ significantly in right hand implicit motor speed (group main effect: F(1,29)=1.520, p=0.228 and group *block interaction effect: F(2.001, 58.035) =0.752, p=0.476) and speed (main effect of group: F(1, 29)=1.888, p=0.180 and group*block interaction effect: F(3.122, 90.551)=0.750, p=0.530) suggesting intact implicit motor learning with non-dominant left hand in children with ASD.

Right hand motor performance did not improve significantly across random blocks in children with ASD (speed: t(14)=0.988, p=0.34 and accuracy: t(14)=0.326, p=0.206) and typical peers (speed: t(15)=1.243, p=0.233 and accuracy: t(15)=1.480, p=0.159) during performing implicit motor learning task. ASD and typical children did not differ significantly in right hand implicit motor speed (group main effect: F(1, 29)=3.083, p=0.090 and group *block interaction effect: F(2.001, 58.035) =0.752, p=0.476) and speed (main effect of group: F(1, 29)=1.875, p=0.181, and group *block interaction effect: F(1,29)=0.262, p=0.613). Left hand motor speed increased in typical children performing implicit motor learning task (t(15)=3.728, p=0.002), but not in children with ASD (t(14)=1.593, p=0.133). However, no significant difference was found between ASD and typical children in this regard (main effect of group: F(1, 29)=1.875, p=0.181, and group *block interaction: F(1, 29)=0.723, p=0.605). Left hand implicit motor accuracy did not make significant effect in ASD (t(14)=1.547, p=0.144) and typical children (t(15)=0.764, p=0.456). Group comparison in this regards showed significant difference in main effect of group (F(1,29)=6.433, p=0.017), but not the interaction effect of block*group (F(1, 29)=1.137, p=0.295).

Right and left hand explicit motor learning in children with ASD and typical matched peers

Results showed no explicit learning effect in speed (F(2.638, 36.938)=0.986, p=0.402) and accuracy (F(1.661, 23.256)=0.808, p=0.437) across the 8 patterned blocks with dominant right hand. However, typical children speeded up during explicit motor learning task with right hand (F(7, 105)=2.998, p=0.007), but no difference was found in their accuracy (F(3.45, 51.747)=1.085, p=0.369). ASD children differed significantly with typical children in the main effect of group in right hand explicit learning speed (F(1, 29)=7.962, p=0.009). Main effect of group in accuracy of right hand explicit learning (F(1, 29)=0.159, p=0.693) and interaction effect of group with both speed (F(3.689, 106.972)=1.525, p=0.204) and accuracy (F(3.236, 94.636)=1.01, p=0.396) across 8 patterned blocks showed no significant difference.

Explicit motor learning did not occur in left hand of ASD children as no progress is seen in speed (F(2.462, 34.463)=2.427, p=0.093) and accuracy (F(3.913, 54.784)=1.364, p=0.259) across 8 patterned blocks. Speed (F(5.141, 77.119)=7.936, p=0.000), but not accuracy (F(1.946, 29.190)=0.627, p=0.537), of left hand increased in typical children implementing explicit motor learning task. Groups significantly differ in the main effect of group in left hand explicit motor learning speed (F(1, 29)=9.597, p=0.004), but not in accuracy (F(1, 29)= 0.224, p=0.639) and interaction effect of group with speed (F(3.158, 91.583)=0.722, p=0.548) and accuracy (F(3.403, 98.687)=0.197, p=0.918). These results suggested explicit motor learning deficit in both right and left hand of children with ASD. Right hand explicit motor accuracy regressed significantly in children with ASD across the random blocks (t(14)=2.505, p=0.025). No significant difference was found in speed of right hand across random blocks of explicit motor task in ASD (t(14)= -1.496, p=0.157) and typical children (t(15)=1.209, p=0.245). Group comparison in speed showed significant differences in main effect of group (F(1, 29)=9.085, p=0.005) but not in interaction effect (F(1, 29)= 3.441, p=0.074). Accuracy did not differ significantly across random blocks between two groups performing explicit motor task with their dominant hand (main effect of group: F(1,29)=1.073, p=0.309 and interaction effect: F(1,29)=0.13, p=0.721).

Speed of left hand increased in explicit motor task across random blocks in both ASD (t(14)=2.311, p=0.037) and typical (t(15)=2.926, p=0.011) children. Group comparison in this regard showed significant difference in main effect of group (F(1, 29)=5.990, p=0.021), but not group*block interaction (F(1, 29)=0.458, p=0.504). Neither ASD children (t(14)=0.625, p=0.542) nor typical children (t(15)= 0.387, p=0.704) showed significant difference in left hand accuracy across random blocks while performing explicit motor task. No differences was seen between two groups in this regard (main effect of group: F(1,
29)=2.188, p=0.15 and group*block interaction: F(1, 29)=0.056, p=0.815).

**Right and left hand difference in implicit motor learning in ASD and typical children**

Comparison of implicit learning accuracy between left and right hand did not reach significance in both ASD (interaction effect of hand*patterned block: F(2.001, 28.011)=0.739, p=0.487) and typical (interaction effect of hand*patterned block: F(3.440, 51.605)=0.906, p=0.456) children. No significant difference was found between two groups in left and right hand accuracy differences (interaction effect of block*hand*group: F(2.398, 69.541)=0.462, P=0.667). Right and left hand speed in implicit motor task did not differ significantly in typical children (interaction effect of hand*patterned block: F(4.337, 65/056)=0.844, p=0.51). Right and left hand of ASD children did not differ significantly in speed across blocks (interaction effect of hand*patterned block: F(2.296, 32.142)=0.381, P=0.715), but right hand showed a faster speed than the left hand (Hand main effect: F(1, 14)=5.971, p=0.028). Right and left hand speed across patterned blocks showed no significant difference between two groups (interaction effect of block*hand*group: F(3.856, 111.837)=0.668, p=0.610). Table (2) show the preceded results.

<p>| Table2. Right and left hand differences in implicit motor task in ASD and typical children |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASD</th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>ASD &amp; Typical comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.15</td>
<td>(0.59)</td>
<td>1.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.23</td>
<td>(0.78)</td>
<td>1.357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| F-ratio | P-value | F-ratio | P-value | F-ratio | P-value |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| Accuracy | 0.948 | 0.417 | 1.266 | 0.294 | 1.247 | 0.297 |
| Speed | 3.326 | 0.028 | 7.936 | 0.000 | 9.35 | 0.000 |
| Hand | 0.014 | 0.908 | 0.006 | 0.938 | 0.021 | 0.887 |
| Accuracy | 5.971 | 0.028 | 0.603 | 0.45 | 4.739 | 0.038 |
| Speed | 0.739 | 0.487 | 0.906 | 0.456 | 1.134 | 0.335 |
| Block*hand | 0.381 | 0.715 | 0.844 | 0.51 | 0.471 | 0.75 |
| Accuracy | 4.954 | 0.034 | 1.370 | 0.251 | 0.845 | 0.484 |
| Speed | 0.005 | 0.946 | 0.866 | 0.499 | 0.005 | 0.946 |
| Block*group | 0.462 | 0.667 | 0.462 | 0.667 | 0.668 | 0.61 |
| Hand*group | 0.462 | 0.667 | 0.462 | 0.667 | 0.668 | 0.61 |
| Block*hand*group | 0.462 | 0.667 | 0.462 | 0.667 | 0.668 | 0.61 |

**Right and left hand difference in explicit motor learning in ASD and typical children**

No difference was found between right and left hand accuracy in both children with ASD (block*hand interaction: F(2.432, 34.054)=0.414, p=0.703) and their typical matched group (block*hand interaction: F(3,289, 49.337)=1.340, p=0.271) while performing explicit motor task. Group comparison did not reach significance at interaction effect of block*hand*group (F(4.394, 127.414)=0.629, p=0.612).

Results also showed no significant difference between explicit learning speed of right and left hand in both children with ASD (block*hand interaction: F(1, 24.169)=1.41, p=0.262) and their typical matched peers (block*hand interaction: F(7, 105)=1.222, p=0.297). Group comparison just showed a significant difference in main effect of group (F(1, 29)=9.733, p=0.004)suggesting higher speed in typical children but block*hand*group interaction was not significant (F(2.403, 69.698)=0.965, p=0.339) (Fig 1).
Table (3) contains F-ratio and p-value related to report comparison.

### Table 3. Right and left hand differences in explicit motor task in ASD and typical children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ASD</th>
<th></th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th></th>
<th>ASD &amp; Typical comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>67.75(0.451)</td>
<td>67.04(0.702)</td>
<td>67.461(0.56)</td>
<td>67.578(0.877)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>1.492(0.105)</td>
<td>1.641(0.129)</td>
<td>1.141(0.07)</td>
<td>1.215(0.055)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-ratio</td>
<td>1.395</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>0.406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>2.407</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>8.587</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>6.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-ratio</td>
<td>3.974</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>3.971</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>7.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>1.340</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>1.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>1.410</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>1.222</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>1.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-ratio</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

Results indicated no explicit motor learning with dominant hand in children with ASD which differed significantly with that of control group. Motor performance also did not improve in dominant right hand during explicit motor task and was significantly lower in ASD group relative to typical children. Therefore, results suggest impairment in
dominant hand explicit knowledge processing and explicit motor learning in children with ASD. Non dominant left hand explicit learning deficit in children with ASD could also be derived from the results as no progress in speed and accuracy were seen throughout practicing explicit motor task with left hand in these children and they were significantly different in speed and accuracy from typical children.

It seems that this study is the first one suggesting explicit motor learning deficit with both dominant and non-dominant hands in children with ASD. Found studies investigating explicit learning in ASD have used Paired associates learning (PAL) (36), CC (40) and 2*10 (44) tasks indicating intact explicit learning in children with ASD that are not in line with the current study findings. Watanabe et al (2010)examined children with Asperger syndrome only and Brown et al (36) mentioned children with Autism spectrum conditions in their study and no specific diagnose was made. However, few participants in this study were diagnosed as Asperger syndrome and most of them were high-functioning autism instead. Studying children with different type of disorders from the extreme spectrum of autism may result in different findings in this regard. In addition, different tasks and so different mnemonic demands of tasks used in these studies may cause different results. The more a task has mnemonic demands, the more it is impervious to dysfunction (44).2*10 task which evaluates visiomotor explicit sequence learning through trial and error (44), PAL containing construction of a word seen before (36), and CC which involves recognition memory to investigate spatial explicit learning (40) require mnemonic processes to some extent leading to differences in results between these studies and ours. Although explicit learning is IQ-dependant (36,58), Watanabe et al (2010) did not match their studied groups for IQ. Age differences in different studies can also explain discrepancy between results. Kourkoulou evaluated adults with high-functioning autism and Asperger aged approximately 19 although our participants were children with high-functioning autism and Asperger aged from 7 to 11. Geriatric studies have shown the role of age in explicit learning causing decrement in the rate of learning due to different brain areas atrophy (59,60). However, no studies have been found to compare explicit motor learning with SRTT between children and youth. It’s probable that explicit learning changes as children grow up.

It has been suggested that explicit learning initially activates prefrontal area of the brain especially in left hemisphere (30,31). Overlap between abnormal brain areas in ASD and areas involved in explicit learning(25,38,62)along with left hemisphere dysfunction in ASD (3,6,63,64)confirm explicit learning deficit probability with dominant right hand which is controlled with contra lateral hemisphere in children with ASD. Studies have shown left hemisphere specialization in motor functions and that both hands are controlled by left hemisphere in some extent (65), on the other hand primary and supplementary motor areas of ipsilateral hemisphere are found to be involved in explicit learning of right-handed individuals (66). Therefore, it is probable that left hemisphere affects left hand explicit learning as well and as a result disturbs explicit learning in children with ASD.

Mier et al (1998) showed activation of left primary motor area and right anterior cerebellum in right hand motor learning task and activation of right primary motor area and left anterior cerebellum in left hand motor learning task. These left hemisphere areas are involved in explicit learning (30,32). Therefore left hemisphere abnormality in children with ASD (3,6,63,64) can explain their deficit in explicit learning with both right and left hands. In addition, left and right hands deficit in explicit motor learning in ASD was expectable as left hemisphere laterality in motor functions has diminished in ASD and normal leftward asymmetry of caudate nucleus participated in motor behaviour have not been found in autistic children (4,20).

Right hand implicit motor learning results also showed linear progress in speed throughout the 8 patterned blocks in both children with ASD and their typical matched peers. Group comparison also indicated no difference in implicit learning speed. Accuracy of implicit learning did not improve in two studied groups and they showed less accuracy in children with ASD. As no learning effect has been seen in accuracy, group differences did not refer to lower learning and just implied less accurate children. Left hand implicit learning is considered normal in children with ASD as no difference was found between them and typical children. However, no learning effect has been seen throughout 8 patterned blocks. Some studies suggested intact implicit learning in individuals with ASD which confirm this study findings (25,35-37,39-41). Discrepancy between this study and that of Mostofesky et al (2000) refers to
long sequences and RSI used in their study. Klinger et al (33) results are not in line with ours because of following reasons: studied groups were not IQ-matched, and the tasks used in their study mainly evaluate IQ not learning (36).

Romero-Munguía (42) in his Mnesic imbalance theory mentioned that autism diagnostic symptoms are the results of impaired implicit learning although this study and those suggesting intact implicit learning in ASD reject this claim. Brown et al (36) used four different tasks assessing implicit learning as each task was related to one aspect of ASD. They showed intact implicit learning in ASD and no relation between implicit learning and core symptoms of ASD.

Right hemisphere dominance in implicit learning relative to left hemisphere (22,27) and its role in controlling contra lateral left hand explain intact left hand implicit learning. It has been suggested that ipsilateral hemisphere activates in unimanual implicit motor learning, thus right hemisphere, dominant in implicit learning, activates during right hand implicit motor learning task(21) leading to intact implicit learning with right hand. Results of the current study also indicated no difference between two hands in explicit motor learning speed and accuracy in both ASD and typical groups. Although explicit motor learning is impaired in ASD, it seems that explicit learning asymmetry in children with ASD may be normal and the same as typical group or at least follows a normal pattern.

Hands similarity in explicit motor learning may be the cause of brain areas controlling hand movements. As mentioned before, bilateral motor areas are more activated while using left hand than right hand (67).TMS studies have also confirmed left hemisphere specialization for motor functions and hands similarity (68). Left hemisphere specialization along with its role in explicit learning may cause hands similarity in explicit learning (30,31). However, it seems that left hemisphere functions in motor goals in children with ASD do not follow a normal pattern [4,10]. Therefore different reasons corresponding to hands similarity in children with ASD and typical children may also be probable. In addition, asymmetry in right and left hand explicit learning in children with ASD may confirm abnormal lateralization in children with ASD. Impaired right and left hand explicit learning in children with ASD can also cause no difference between two hands in this type of learning. Currently it was believed that explicit learning is intact in children with ASD and as a result studies focus on implicit learning and hand differences in this type of learning rather than explicit learning. Therefore it’s difficult to discuss these results based on similar evidences. Escalante-mead (2003) has confirmed no lateralization in autistic children and our results are also in line with Wittling et al (2010) study suggesting similarity in motor speed rate in left and right hand of children with ASD.

The other important finding of the present study is speeded right hand implicit learning relative to left hand in children with ASD and left and right hand similarity in typical children. No difference has been found between two groups in this regard. These results are comparable with those of D’Cruz et al (25) who found speeded rightward responses in acuclo motor-serial reaction time task in children with autism relative to typical children while our study did not demonstrate this result relative to typical children. They indicated that their findings refer to lateralization of striatal-temporal coding system in contra lateral hemisphere (left hemisphere) which is involved in internal motor response sequence timing. They also explained their results on the basis of evidences of striatal structural and functional deficit in autism. D’Cruz et al (25) explanation for their findings can discuss the present study findings too. In our study participants were diagnosed as both high functioning autism and Asperger aged from 7 to 11 while D’Cruz et al (25) assessed children with autism aged from 8 to 53 only and their sample size was 3 times more than ours. These differences in study methods may results in difference between these two studies.

Our results are also in line with Rinehart et al (2002) findings using a serial choice reaction-time task as a tool to assess executive function. They suggested right hemi-space function (left hemisphere) impairment in children with Autism but not Asperger. In summary, explicit learning (controlled by left hemisphere) of right and left hand was impaired in children with ASD while implicit learning (controlled by right hemisphere) of both hands maintained intact and a right hand preference in implicit motor learning was observed in children with ASD due to left striatal system abnormality.

Our results imply some strategies to be used in rehabilitation settings. Once children with ASD learn implicitly, they would benefit more from implicit strategies than explicit. It is suggested to use implicit strategies for them in rehabilitation settings. Based on right hand preference observed in ASD while performing implicit learning task due to left striatal timing system abnormality, it could also be suggested that non dominant left hand may be more
beneficial when accurate timing is desired in rehabilitation as left timing systems deficit interfere less with the function and learning. In addition we can aim to affect left striatal timing system through rehabilitation as left timing systems deficit interfere beneficial when accurate timing is desired in children with ASD. However, interventional studies are needed to confirm these claims.
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